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Imagine by John Lennon - Songfacts
On December 8, 1980, John Lennon had a pretty normal start to the day — for a rock star, that is. After taking a break from music, Lennon — and his wife, Yoko Ono — had just released a new album called Double Fantasy. Lennon spent that morning promoting the album.

Come Together - Wikipedia
“Come Together” is the opening track to Abbey Road, written by John Lennon and to be used as a campaign song for famed LSD enthusiast Timothy Leary, who was running for... Read More
“Come ...
The Beatles - Come Together Lyrics | Genius Lyrics
John Lennon - Come Together Live in New York City 1972カム・トゥゲザー ジョン・レノン1972年ニューヨークシティ・ライブより

Beatles - Come Together Lyrics Meaning
Come Together est une chanson des Beatles, écrite par John Lennon, mais créditée Lennon/McCartney, comme le sont toutes les autres chansons du groupe composées par John Lennon ou Paul McCartney, en collaboration ou non. Elle ouvre Abbey Road, le dernier album enregistré par les Beatles, paru le 26 septembre 1969 au Royaume-Uni et le 1 er octobre aux États-Unis.
John Lennon nacque al Maternity Hospital di Oxford Street, a Liverpool, nel pomeriggio del 9 ottobre 1940, mentre era in corso un raid aereo tedesco della seconda guerra mondiale, da una famiglia discendente dagli O'Leannain dell'Irlanda occidentale. La madre Julia, nata Stanley, gli diede come secondo nome Winston, in onore dell'allora primo ministro Winston Churchill.

The Beatles' 'Come Together:' Song Meaning, Lyrics, And ...
John Lennon – Signature Box (2010/2014) [Hi-Res FLAC 24/96 ... John Winston Ono Lennon, MBE (born John Winston Lennon; 9 October 1940 – 8 December 1980), was an English singer and songwriter. He became famous as a singer and guitarist of the English rock band The Beatles. After the Beatles stopped making records in 1970, he lived in the United States with his wife Yoko Ono. He continued his music career up until his death in 1980.

‘Come Together’ was composed for Timothy Leary’s campaign to stand against Ronald Reagan as governor of California. Leary and his wife Rosemary had traveled to Montreal for John and...
Yoko’s bed-in for peace, which took place on 1 June 1969. The Learys participated in the recording of Lennon’s ‘Give Peace A Chance’, and were both namechecked in the lyrics.

---

The Beatles - Come Together - YouTube
John Lennon, Yoko Ono – Sometime In New York City
(1972/2014) FLAC (tracks) 24-bit/96 kHz | Time – 91:13 minutes | 1,95 GB ... Bloody Sunday” manages to favorably recall elements of “Come Together,” and both it and “New York City” have some of the best electric guitar ever heard on a Lennon album, while “John Sinclair” shows ...

---

John Lennon - Wikipedia
Yes, Come Together started out as a Timothy Leary campaign
song. But in Lennon's own words "I never got around to it and wrote 'Come Together' instead." Each verse is John's view of each member. verse 1 George 2 Ringo 3 John 4 Paul verse 1 George

Come Together John Lennon In
"Come Together" is a song by the English rock band the Beatles, written by John Lennon and credited to Lennon–McCartney. The song is the opening track on their 1969 album Abbey Road and was also released as a single coupled with "Something". The song reached the top of the charts in the United States and peaked at No. 4 in the United Kingdom.
John Lennon - Simple English Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

John Winston Ono Lennon (born John Winston Lennon; 9 October 1940 – 8 December 1980) was an English singer, songwriter, musician and peace activist who achieved worldwide fame as the founder, co-lead vocalist, and rhythm guitarist of the Beatles. His songwriting partnership with Paul McCartney remains the most successful in history. In 1969, he started the Plastic Ono Band with his second ...
state of mind.

Come Together – The Beatles Bible
This is one of The Beatles more popular songs played live. This video is original and unedited. John Lennon, Come Together.

Come Together — Wikipédia
John Lennon's and Yoko Ono's Imagine has often been viewed as an atheist song. From a spiritual perspective, it can be associated with Sufi wisdom. Rabe’a al-Adiwiyah, a great woman saint of Sufism, was seen running through the streets of her hometown, Basra, carrying a torch in one hand and a bucket of water in the other.
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